The problem of finding the absolute centre of a graph, which arises in e.g. the selection of a site for an emergency-service centre, involves the global minimisation of certain piecewise-linear non-convex continuous functions.
Introduction
Let the roads in a certain region be represented by the links ai, . . . , a6 in Fig. 1 , and let the nodes Xi, . . . , X5 represent districts which give rise to demands for emergency services. An absolute centre is then a point (on a link or at one of the nodes) which represents the position at which we would build an emergency service facility .?? if the greatest distance (or alternatively, greatest transit time) from sZ? to any district is to be as small as possible. The term absolute centre is due to Hakimi [I] . Mathematically, we may define it as follows.
Let G = (X; &') be an undirected loop-free graph having a set .Y of n 2 2 nodes x ,,..., X, and a set of mrl linksa ,,..., a,. Thus 
.,p).
Of the chains from Xi to Xj there will be at least one for which the sum I:=, dr, is as small as possible; call this sum yij the shortest distance from Xi to Xj and let r be the (n x n) matrix whose diagonal elements are zero and whose off-diagonal (i, j)th element is yij (i, j = 1, . . . , n; i #j). We assume r is given.
We 
Previous discussions
The first discussion of absolute centres was given by Hakimi [l] . Each rrj(Z) is a piecewise linear function, and Hakimi draws the graph of v,(z) by taking the e of the rrj(z) (j= 1, . . . . n) and inspects it to find a global minimum %. An absolute ee may then be found by choosing the least of the m values u/,(5$) (r= 1, . . . , m). He showed that a link a, for which 8, > H cannot contain an absolute centre, and so its local absolute centre(s) need not be found. The topic of absolute centres was considered again by Minieka [4] . These early discussions were geometrical rather than algorithmic in spirit. More recently Hakimi, Schmeichel and Pierce [5] proposed an O(n2 log n) algorithm and Kariv and Hakimi [6] an O(n log n) algorithm (for n nodes). The present paper describes an O(n log n) alorithm, based on a straightforward sorting routine applied to number-pairs.
Description of the algorithm
Throughout the present section, a, is a given link of G (1 I 6 m). Let n be a decreasing lexicographical ordering of the ordered pairs (Yh,j, ri,j) (j= 1 , . . . , n), i.e. 7t is a permutation of _N= { 1, . . . , n} such that for j= 1, . . . , (n -1):
or Yh,n(j) = Yh,n(j+ 1) and Yi,n(j)> Yi,n(j+ I). Under n, these are lexicographically ordered (from left to right) as We now introduce a numbering procedure which can be described intuitively as follows. We attach the index 1 to the greatest pair in the ordering n; then, scanning the pairs in decreasing order of II, successive indices 2, . . . are attached if and when the component Y;,j has strictly increased relative to its value when the previous index was attached. Thus for the sequence (3.3), writing the indices s under the corresponding pairs, we get @,2), @,Oh (61% C&8), (Q8).
The process terminates in this case after the indices 1,2 have been attached, since the second components of the pairs do not exceed 12 subsequently in the ordering rc. Formally, we define a (partial) mapping x: .,cV+.J by At to A, as follows.
A, : Set x( 1) = n(1); set .s = 1. AZ: If X(S) = n(n); or if X(S) E N-(n(n)} but Yi,n(k) I Yi,x(s) for all n(k) E ./1' such that k> n-lx(s); then STOP.
A,: Otherwise set x(s + 1) = rc(k) E ./t' where k E A' is the least index such that k> ~-'x(.Q and Yi,n(k)> ~i,~(~). Ad: Set s=s+ 1 and return to A,.
Let the greatest value of s for which x is thus defined be R. Let and then X,, and the pair (yhP, y;,) will be said to be L!'(z)-critical, and similarly X4 and the pair (yhq, ri,) will be said to be 2?(z)-critical.
We consider now the circumstances under the value of t&z) will increase under a small perturbation in the value of z about a particular value z (0 <Z< d). By continuity, if node Xj satisfies rj(z) < w(z) at z=Z, this will remain true in a small neighbourhood, so locally rj(z) will not contribute to the determination of v(z). And if Xj E 2(:(z) tl g (Z) , then of the two functions yhj + z, yij + d-z, equal at Z, one will always decrease under a small perturbation, so Sj(Z) will also decrease, by (1.2). The only other possible nodes are nodes Xi for which rj(Z) = I,@) with Xj E Y(z) U g(z). If such an Xj E Y(Z), we have by continuity using (1.2) and (5.1) that for small perturbations: rj(Z) = Yhj + Z, which increases for positive perturbations and decreases for negative perturbations.
Similarly, if such an Xj E 9?(f), then z-;(z) decreases for positive perturbations and increases for negative perturbations.
Using (1.3), then, we may say: w(z) will strictly increase for each arbitrary sufficiently small perturbation of z about z (O<z<d) if and only if we can find XP E P'(2) and X4 E 9?(z) with r,,(z) = r,(+?) = I,@!).
In other words: the local minimum points of y(z) on the open interval (0,d) are exactly the critical values of z.

Proof of Theorem 1
Because yhi is the shortest chain-length from X, to Xj, we have In the light of the conclusion to Section 5, Theorem 1 is hereby proved.
Properties of the final list
On Comparing with (4.3) we see that aI has two local absolute centres, nameIy at z = 0 and 2=2. Now, using his bound H, Christofides has shown that only a, and a3 need be considered for this graph. We have a(~,)= {X,,X,-}. Pass 1 for a3 gives where C(n) is the complexity of a sort of n pairs, so [2]:
C(n) = O(n log n).
For a practical (e.g. emergency traffic) problem, m will typically be of the same order of magnitude as n. But in a theoretical context, the graph may be complete, with m = +n(n -1). Of course a practical implementation of the algorithm would avoid computing the local absolute centres for any link for which this was predictably irrelevant -e.g. for any for which 13, of (2.1) was greater than the least I,@) so far. The order in which the links are addressed then clearly affects the efficiency of the whole process. We return to these questions in [8] .
